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A synthesized formulation of the classi-
cal, neoclassical, and anomalous transport in 
toroidal confinement systems with electromag-
netic fluctuations and large mean flows is pre-
sented [1 ,2]. A basic kinetic equation for a tur-
bulent plasma is written as 
[~+v·\7+~{(E+E) at ma 
+ ~v x (B +B)} · :v] (f.+}.) = C.(f. + }.) 
where Ca denotes a collision term and the dis-
tribution function for species a (the electro-
magnetic fields) is divided into the ensemble 
average part fa (E = - \7<I> - c- 1aAI at, B = 
\7 x A) and the fluctua,ting part fa (E = 
-\7 ~- c- 1aAI at, B = \7 X A). Using the drift 
ordering parameter defined by 8 = PalL (Pa 
VTalr!a : the thermal gyroradius, L : the equi-
librium scale length), the distribution func-
tions are expanded as fa = fao + fal + fa2 + · · · 
and fa = fal + Ja2 + · · · where fao represents 
the Maxwellian distribution functions. 
Radial particle, heat, and toroidal mo-
mentum fluxes are defined in terms of the 
ensemble-averaged distribution function fa as 
r a (J d3 vfa v . \lr), qa = (J d3 vfa(c -
~Ta)v · \lr), and IIa (J d3 vfamaV(V · \lr), 
respectively, where r is a radial coordinate, 
( · · ·) denotes the magnetic surface average, 
and v( represents the covariant toroidal com-
ponent of the particle velocity. The aver-
aged parallel current is defined by J E 
(BJ11) I (B2 ) 1 / 2 = L,a ea (J d3 v fa vii). The ther-
modynamic forces conjugate to the trans-
port fluxes ra, qaiTa, ITa, and JE are given 
by Xal -N;; 1 a(NaTa)lar- eaa(<I>I)Iar, 
Xa2 -aTal8r, Xv = -aV(Iar, and XE 
(BEII)I(B2 ) 112 , respectively, where V( is the 
toroidal angular velocity. 
The surface-averaged total entropy produc-
tion rate consists of the classical, neoclas-
sical, and anomalous parts as L,aTa(aa) = 
176 
L,a Ta(a~1 + a~cl + a1) where each contribu-
tion is separately positive-definite. The clas-
sical entropy production rate is defined by 
the quadratic form of the gyrophase-dependent 
part lal of fa 1 and is written in the surface-
averaged thermodynamic form as 
T.(a~1 ) = -T. (/ d3v~:: c~(}.t)) 
r~1X.1 +; q~1X.2 + TI~1Xv 
a 
where c~ denotes the linearized collision oper-
ator. The neoclassical entropy production rate 
is given from the gyrophase-average part /a1 of 
fal as 
LTa (a~cl) := - LTa (! d3 JJ-al C~(/al)) 
a a aO 
= L (r~clXal + ~q~clXa2 + II~clxv) + JEXE. 
a Ta 
The Onsager symmetries for the classical 
and neoclassical transport matrices relating 
the transport fluxes to the conjugate ther-
modynamic forces are derived from the self-
adjointness of the linearized collision operator. 
The anomalous entropy production rate is 
given from ]a1 as 
where X~ - XaliTa, X~ = Xa2ITa, x:v = 
XviTa, and x:T 1ITa. The anoma-
lous heat transfer rate is defined by Q~ = 
ea((J d3v ]a(alat+ Vo· \7)(~-v·Aic))) where 
( ( · · ·)) denotes a double average over the mag-
netic surface and the ensemble. The linear gy-
rokinetic equation with given electromagnetic 
fluctuations determines the anomalous fluxes 
with the quasilinear anomalous transport ma-
trix which satisfies the Onsager symmetry. 
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